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THE EDITOR'S VIEW
Greetings!-and
we hope all Register members are enjoying this great
'Summer of MG Fun', driving their cars to the terrific events which are listed in
"Where2BVinside the back cover.
We have been out and about across country and have been delighted to
meet and greet s o many of you--especially the people we met at our super convention in Washington, DC. We also send a welcome to the many new members
who have joined us in the ranks of the fastest growing MG club in the world!
Thanks to all those who wrote to us about our new series "Aspects of
Abingdon", I always had the feeling that if we could get the story together you
would be most interested as to how your MGB or Midget was built and what kind
of men were behind its making. You will find Part 11 inside this issue and there's
yet more to come down the road!
Speaking of Abingdon, you may have noticed that in our 'Inside Line' section
in the last issue of the "Driver" we mentioned that the Abingdon MG Museum
Trust story would be carried on page 20. Bet you couldn't find it! Well, the reason was, that as we were going to press the whole project was put on hold, and
we pulled the story at the last moment. Briefly, the plan was for a Trust, headed
by some notable people, that would lease the old admin. offices at Abingdon and
turn it into an MG museum. To achieve this, donations were being sought from
MG enthusiasts worldwide. Disappointingly, plans are now suspended for the
time being. We'll bring you more news a s we get it, and you can be assured that
it will be the correct story!
Finally, I give you fair warning to get your money ready for Christmas as
there are more new books about MGBs on the way! My old friend Anders
Clausager, the archivist at British Heritage, has a new volume coming called "The
Original MCB/MGCH,David Knowles has published his super "MGB V8 Book"
while I have been asked to edit "The MCB Driver's Yearbook". On this latter publication, if you would care for further information, or any of you have any MGB
input or photographs you would like to have considered, well, you know where
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FROM YOUR SECRETARY

We have pleasure in announcing..,

Jerome Rosenberger
As you read these notes, this year's National Convention will be over.
Actually an lnternational Convention would be a more accurate description as
there were attendees from not only the US and Canada, but MG enthusiasts came
also from England, Europe and South Africa to attend this very special one time
gathering of MGs. And of course there were the cars! Not just MGBs, Midgets and
11/1300s, but the MGCC Washington, DC Centre arranged a whole line up of
unique and interesting models from all parts of the country. Everything from oneof-a-kind race cars to the latest model to bear the MG octagon-the RV8-which
drew envious and admiring looks from the crowds around it.
However the main draw for me at least, of any convention, is meeting old MG
friends and making new ones. I have met several different types of car enthusiasts
and there is no one friendlier than MG owners! If you missed this convention, you
missed a big one, but we'll have full details, photographs and results in an upcoming issue of the "MGB Driver". Now on t o new business ...
Following the Convention, it's time t o start thinking in earnest about the
Annual General Meeting of the Register. As you might be aware from past
Secretary's notes, we hold a business meeting every year at which we elect officers for the coming year and conduct the mundane, but necessary, administrative
functions of the Register. This year the AGM will be on October 22nd in Atlanta,
Georgia. (Details have been mailed to your club's President.) The meeting is open
to all members of the NAMGBR and we would be delighted to welcome you to the
meeting.
Among the orders of business at the meeting will be the presentation of several Register awards. One award that we need member input for is the "Good
Samaritan Award". Each year we recognize the person who has gone out of their
way t o help another MG enthusiast in distress. We need you to tell us your story
of how some kind soul(s) helped you when you and your MG were having problems, during the past year. Not only will the selected winner be recognized at the
AGM, he (or she) and the person submitting the story, will receive a year's free
membership in the North American MGB Register. The story will also be published in a future issue of the "Driver". So, if some stranger helps you this summer
or fall, write it down, s o that they can receive a big thank you from all of us. (Don't
be shy if you feel you're not a writer. Heck, Marcham fixes my spelling all the
time!!)
I also need to remind you that if you should wish to stand for either Register
Secretary or Vicechairman you MUST notify the Chairman no later than
September 1st to get your name on the ballot. If you wish a statement of your
intent t o be published in the "MCB Driver", then such statement must be in the
Editor's hands by July 30th.
Have a great rest of the summer. If you see any Register officers at the shows
you plan to attend, why not come over and introduce yourself? We'd be delighted to meet you!
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"THEMGB DRNER'S YEARBOOK"

,

This novel volume is to be published in late 1994learly 1995, with
a foreword by DON HAYTER former Chief Engineer at Abingdon and
responsible for the MGB. It will contain approximately 150 pages of
MGB news, views, history, photographs, plus features on the Midget
and MG 110011300 edited by Marcham Rhoade.
? Handy 5%" x 8%"glove box size, printed on high quality paper.
? lnternational coverage of 1994 events, happenings, and club

news from around the world.
? The MGB in competition during 1994.
? Feature articles on the history and development of the MGB.
? Rare factory information detailing how the MGB was built at

Abingdon.
? Personality profiles of the people involved in the building of the

MGB.
? Details and addresses of all responding clubs.

Comprehensive bibliography and videography of material pertaining to the MGB.
? Plus a selection of useful hints and tips to better maintain your
MGB.

We invite clubs and individuals to submit material for possible
inclusion in the "MGB DRIVER'S YEARBOOK including reports, text,
articles and especially photographs showing the MGB, Midget and MG
1100/1300. Enter your photos in our competition (with a great first prize)
for the front cover of the "MGB DRIVER'S YEARBOOK ! Photos must
depict the spirit of the MGB-Britain's most popular sports car!
Please send your inquiries, submissions and comments to:

THE MGB DRIVER'S YEARBOOK
P.O. Box 2645
Goleta, CA 931 17
(Published by MG Publications in association with Ideal Images and with
the support of the North American MGB Register and the MGB Register
of the MG Car Club of England.)

World's Leading Supplier
Of British Car Parts!

CHAIRMAN'S CHAT
Rick "Ernie" lngram
Well, what a GREAT convention! "MG '94"! The MGCC Washington, DC Centre
is to be congratulated on pulling off the third successful North American MGB
Register annual meet. It was nice to talk with old friends as well as establish
friendships with a lot of new faces, and MGs from across the Continent were in
fine form (and how about that MG RV8?!)
It's always interesting to see cars from a different geographic region and talk
with their owners about common love/hate relationships they have developed
with ownership of an MG. Kudos to the recipients of the awards and to all the
enthusiasts in attendance at "MG '94".
Next year's convention will take NAMGBR to the West Coast and Lake Tahoe
for "MG '95" and the sponsoring chapter will be the Sacramento Valley MG Car
Club. This meet already has the promise of being a great draw for MG fanatics so
mark your calendars now so that you can be in attendance for our first Register
meet west of the Rockies.
Regional meets have also been scheduled for the Southeast Region in 1995
and if your club is interested in sponsoring a Regional meet in '95 or '96 please
contact us at the Register's HQ. Also it's not too late to think about sponsoring
the '97 Register convention. Why not kick the idea around with your fellow club
m e m b e r s ? ~ o umay also want to reserve the third week of June 1996 so that you
can be part of MG International '96-a joint Registers meet to be held in
Indianapolis-home of the "Indy 500". This will be YOUR chance to view the famous
brickyard and perhaps even take in a lap or two in your MGB!
The "driving season" has now reached its midpoint for 1994. Numerous .
British car meets are now history. I hope that your MG has been one of the many
on the road this summer, not one of the "hidden" few! Our cars were meant to be
driven, not stored in a corner of the garage for that "perfect Sunday afternoon"
when neither rain clouds or birds are in sight!
The Register has undergone a few changes this past spring. Caroline
Robinson has decided to step down as MGB Registrar in order to devote more
time to her family and to University Motors. Caroline has been an integral part of
the Register since its formation some four years ago. With your assistance, her
records have tracked the existence (or extinction!) of thousands of MGBs. I thank
Caroline on behalf of the entire NAMGBR membership for her years of service to
the MG enthusiast!
Finding a suitable successor to Caroline was not an easy task, but with this
issue of the "Driver" I am delighted to announce that Jon Nyhus, of Glendale,
Arizona has agreed to accept the post. Jon is an MG enthusiast from the word go,
and is a long standing member of the North American MGB Register. He formed
the Arizona MG Club and was Chairman and Editor, respectively, for several
years. Jon is very enthusiastic regarding his new post and has already brought
some fresh ideas to the Register.
Finally, I stress to you once again the importance of having the ability to
prove to your insurance agent just what your MGB is worth. ''It'll never happen to
me", is a phrase that too many MGB and Midget owners have used when explaining why they haven't had their cars appraised. Well listen up, the small amount of
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MGA + MGB + MGC + Midget
We take the guesswork out of product availability and cost.
Our low selling price is on the same page as the part you need.
We also stock a wide variety of OEM and reproduction parts
plus accessories to help "Keep'em On The R ~ a d . ' ' ~

Call For Your Free Catalog Today !
Order 9 to 5
7 Days A Week

-

Toll Free All USA & Canada

800-255-0088
Worldwide Orders 913-599-3299
Worldwide Fax

913-541-8500

British Motor Heritage Approved Distributor

VICTORIA BRITISH LTD.
P.O. Box 14991 Lenexa, Kansas 66285-4991

Continued on page 35
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MC NEWS FROM AROUND THE WORLD
MGB Memory Corner!
In the April issue of "Road & Track", Editor-in-Chief, Thos. L. Bryant gave a
personal 'best cars' list. Read on...
"Another car that stands out on my list of best cars is a 1968 MGB I used to
own. All of my memories of several years of ownership of that car are distilled to
one rainy night, driving on California Highway 1 between Morro Bay and Big Sur.
The sound of the rain on the fabric top, just over my head, played a rhythm
I can hear yet. The oncoming headlights were a light show of diamond brilliance,
refracting light through the raindrops in patterns of great beauty.
It was a drive that lasted only a few hours, but twenty years later it is as vivid
as yesterday"!

I

...and now over to Castle Comb Race Circuit, England, March, 1994!
"The first car I tried was a 1973 chrome-bumpered MGB Roadster kindly
loaned to me by Rick Hockney, general manager of Moss Europe MG Parts in
Stockport. Rick took the wheel to show me around the track before letting me
take over.
Now, I'm only a steady road driver, but I found I was able to start to push my
luck after a couple of laps and get the MGB into a controllable slide on one of the
slower corners.
The 'package' on this car was just right-a very useful boost in performance
over standard, excellent ride quality and top flight handling.
A race driver would no doubt prefer quicker turn in, but most of us can relish the understeer that makes the handling almost foolproof. The car is so predictable that it gives immediate confidence.
Try to get 'round a corner too fast and, rather than swing its tail out, the car
will drift with the tires squealing and give you time to gather your senses and
power out with a contented smile on your face!
The torquey engine allowed the MGB to get 'round at speed in top gear with
the occasional use of overdrive."
Brian Crichton, "Classic Car Weekly" magazine

**35,000 Part Numbers.
**2-Day Ground Shipping.
**5% Off Our Already Low Prices For New Customers.

Free Catalogs...

(Want to know what the 'package' was? Read on...Engine tuned to Stage 11Larger valves, bronze guides, modified head, high lift road camshaft, twin SU HS6
carburetors with deep K & N filters, free-flowexhaust manifold with large bore sports
exhaust and anti run-on kit with tailored distributor with vacuum advance, uprated
'fast road' clutch with roller release bearing, Koni telescopic shocks all 'round,
stronger front anti-roll bar, bushes and mountings, and two pot caliper ventilated disc
brake conversion kit with servo. Not bad eh!?-Ed)

This aerial view o f the MG Factory
was taken in 1966. The Marcham Road can be seen at the bottom right corner, while "A" Block and the Dispatch Compound
are also clearly visible.

About Our Back Cover-

Toll Free
(800) 851-5600
(401) 831-8850

(800) 556-7496
(401) 831-7760
24 Hr. Fax

ASPECTS OF ABINCDON, PART II
By Frilford Heath
In our last issue we left you at the end of the trim deck line on the upper floor
of " A Block at the MG Factory in Abingdon. We described how the painted MGB
bodies arrived at the factory and were hoisted up to the second floor where they
were placed on 'stillages' to be pushed down the line by hand a s they were
trimmed out, inside the cockpit and under the hood.
However the running gear and a thousand other items still needed to be fitted. First, we must get the MGB body down one floor to an elevated section of the
production line, which in fact, ran at a reverse angle to the trim deck. The car was
turned 180" a s it was lowered down, and the lines now ran East t o West. Lowering
the body from the 'body drop' was accomplished by slings which removed it
from the stillage, then slung it out over the production line below. From here,
control of the sling passed to the operators below.
The main production line was like two large steps. The body was initially
placed on a set of small wheels on the first part of an elevated track where the
men could work on the MGB from below while standing up, (if you see what I
mean!) This greatly speeded up suspension installation, fitting of the front and
rear axles, and wheel assemblies, and it was also at this stage the MGB acquired
its steering gear. The front shock absorbers and wishbones were supplied by
Armstrong and at the side of the line was an area known as the front suspension
sub-assembly. Usually the team here were selected strong men, for the assembly
of the front suspension units was quite heavy work. BMC Tractors &
Transmissions in Birmingham delivered the front hub and Lockheed brake
assemblies direct to the MG Factory. Tractors and Transmissions also delivered

Slinging out a roadster body from the Trim Deck at the "Body Drop''.
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Setting the body onto the front suspension. Note the small-wheeled "dolly" to move
the car until the road wheels are fitted.

the rear axle complete with brakes, while the front suspension cross-member was
supplied by John Thompson Pressings. The steering rack assembled close by
came from Cam Gears.
By now the gas tank had also been fitted, and where required, rear red fog
lights for European spec. vehicles It was now time t o install the engine and gearbox which had come from BMC at Longbridge.
Interestingly enough, the engine was delivered complete with its electrics,
but after delivery, the engines were placed in a sub-assembly area to one side of
the line where it was fitted with the inlet and exhaust manifolds and SU or
Stromberg carburetors plus some harness connections and hoses.
To see the engine and gearbox being installed as a complete unit, was an education in itself, and the speed with which it was achieved, was to the average MGB
owner, nothing short of amazing. The photographs depict the method of operation, and the way the body was mounted on the track, still being moved along by
hand.
Once the engine installation was complete, the MGB was lowered onto its
wheels for the first time. The wheels and tires had been delivered separately from
Rubery Owen (ROstyles!) and Dunlop, and mounted together at Abingdon. The
MGB was then slung forward for the last time from the elevated track onto the
main floor production line.
From here, the MGB made its way t o the end of the production line and the
final hook-ups were made and cables and lights fitted. Again at each stage, the
cars were inspected by the line foremen, and any rectification needed was noted.
When this had been done, the job was "stamped off" if the rectification was
Continued on page 12
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Aspects of Abingdon - Continued horn page 11
acceptable. During my visits to the MG Factory I was always struck by the emphasis on quality, and in fact, in some photographs you can see the large 'Quality'
signs over the production lines throughout the plant.
Also many articles which have been written appear to give the impression
that the MG Factory only consisted of the assembly lines and road test. However,
large areas of the factory were devoted to parts storage, and several workers
were employed fitting tires to wheels, while the wire wheels were also painted
here in an electrostatic process. The fascia panels were crackle enameled at
Abingdon and the bare metal suspension parts were paint dipped. All these operations and many others employed a sizable portion of the workforce 'off' the line.
So the MGB reached the end of the manufacturing process and the engine
was fired up for the first time. If start-up was successful it was then driven forward to be tested on the rolling road. If not, it was moved to a side bay for the
engine fitters to take a look at it, and rectify the problem.
However, that part of the story plus Rectification, Paint Finishing, Air
Pollution and Final View, plus many other aspects of Abingdon will have to wait
until next time! As a teaser, just wait until you see the MGB roll-over test ...

REVISIONS to Part I from the source himself-DON HAYTER!
In Part I of 'Aspects of Abingdon' we stated that Dave Osman was in charge
of the MGB bodyshell production at Pressed Steel Fisher. Dave was actually the
Production Design Engineer in the Pressed Steel Drawing Office, who took the
prototype details from Don Hayter at MG and redrew them into the Pressed Steel

A UK spec engine about to be installed.

format. He was not an actual production line engineer. However Dave Nicholls
was, and so was Frank Jarvis, both at Pressed Steel Fisher.
Also we omitted to mention that at the BMC Morris Bodies branch, Coventry
the hoods (tops!) for the Roadsters (Tourers!) were delivered from Coventry
Hood & Sidescreen Co., and were then fitted-thus giving a reasonably waterproof
body to ship on the transporters to Abingdon.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
(Once again, in preparing this second part of 'Aspects of Abingdon' the
author is most indebted to Don Hayter, Geoff Allen, John Seager, Glyn Woods
(who started as a tea boy in "A" Block and later worked in the Air Pollution
Department!), John Kendall and Peter Franklin, who also talked to the author
about their time at MG. I also sincerely wish to thank Dick Knudson who kindly
loaned photographs, as did John Seager, all other photos are by the author. It is
also hoped to publish the 'Aspects of Abingdon' story as a complete and enlarged
chapter in the upcoming "MGBDriuer's Yearbook" to be published later this year.
Continued on page 14

The second stage after the Body Drop from Trim Deck to suspension and engine
installation.

Aspects of Abindgon - Continued from page
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Main floor production. A CT in an overhead sling being carried from the elevated
track to suspension build. (Photo-John Seager)

Lowering almost completed. (Photo-John Seager)
1A

The engine sub-assembly line beside the main production line, with UK twin SU
spec engines. (Photo-John Seager)

Fitting a radiator on the main production line.
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Aspects of Abindgon - Continued from page 15
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The end o f the line and heading for the Roller Test.
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DRAWING ON THE PAST
Marcham Rhoade
While the reproduction may leave something to be desired, the portion of
blueprint shown here is actually a little bit of MGB history. It is in actual fact, part
of a !4 scale drawing for the MGB drawn in 1961! It shows the car in Plan, Side
Elevation, and both Front and Rear elevations.
Our founding Chairman, John H. Twist, had occasion t o use the full blueprint
(which is nearly 5 feet in length!) when his technical expertise was called for in a
legal action up in Michigan.
We hope you can observe that this is Part No. 7130 and that the "DO"
(Drawing Office) number above is 'AD023', the corporate project number! At the
bottom can be read MG Car Company-Abingdon on Thames. Above the modification box can be seen #1 stating "Drawing Modified Pictorially to show details of
Exhaust System". At the side of this are the initials "DH" and the date 24/7/62.
Underneath this is the legend, "Issued for production 4/5/62" with the initials
JON.
Now let's put some meat on these bare bones! DH, of course, is our Honorary
Member, Don Hayter, who was a great factor in the development of the MGB as
you've read in these pages many times. JON was Jim O'Neill, who was Don's boss
at the time.
The original hand drawn to scale assembly was done by Brian Purbrick (note
the DRN B.P. 9/5/61). Brian was an MG apprentice who was doing his training spell
in the Abingdon drawing office, and working at the time for Don Hayter. He moved
on and finished up a s a works engineering draughtsman in Plant Engineering
Manager, Doug Gardner's office in "A" Block for many years.
"TRD" stood for traced and this was done by 'KD',Mrs. Kay Dewhurst, not an
MG employee but a tracer who lived in Abingdon and was contracted to trace production drawings for Don in the drawing office. Finally the 'APPD' (Approved) was
Jim O'Neill. Jim was Chief Body Engineer at Abingdon. This really is a drawing
from the past, some 32 years ago!
One other item of interest elsewhere in the drawing, two sets of measurements are given for the length, width and height of the MGB depicted. These are
very precise, Standard H: 493/8",W: 59'3.5'' and Length 152%".However, with front
overriders the length went out to 1533/isV!This may crop up in an MGB trivia quiz
s o remember it!
(A note about the numerical dates on the drawing: In England, the day of the
month precedes the month itself, s o when we refer above to 9/5/61, we mean the
9th of May, 1961. Similarly, 24/7/62 is July 24th 1962. OK?)
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For All Your MG Needs
M & G VINTAGE AUTO
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In N.Y. 914-753-5900
FAX 914-753-5613
Catalogs available upon request,
MGT - MGA - MGB
We run a body shop, do component
rebuilding and restoration, and have
a Showroom of Vintage cars.
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Authon~edMoss D~srributor

FAST, FRIENDLY SERVICE

MC MANIA IN MINIATURE!

A QUESTION OF NUMBERS
(WITH A NUMBER OF QUESTIONS!)
Lloyd Faust
Ever since I acquired MGB #30 (GNH3L130) some eleven years ago, I have
done much fieldwork and research on the earliest MGBs and some of this I would
like to share with fellow Register members. Some mysteries are yet to be
solved ...a s an example:
Many, many changes occurred between cars #5000-6000, changes that are
not buried deep within but are on the surface and visible even to the casual
enthusiast. However, if you were to subtract the total number of bodies built for
the Series I MGB (GHN3) Roadster, 110,292, from the figure generally given for the
number of Series I MGB Roadsters built, 115,898, there is an obvious discrepancy
of more than 5,000 too few bodies built
(and it's hard to build an MGB without
body!)
I do realize that at major points in
production changes, numbers were
rounded up t o the next convenient
starting point, but 5,600 is too much t o
ignore! This could be just an esoteric
exercise in the extreme if it were not for
one other problem ...I think they, (the
factory) may have used the same numbers twice!
1 have contacted Anders Clausager,
the archivist at Heritage, with a few
questions On this subject. 1 wanted to
The
*unbar is stamped on a plate rwurcd to the
nght-hand front valance behind the radkator diaphragm
know at what point in the records
factory started listing the body number
with the prefix "MGB"? All factory publications list the body number as starting
with 'MGB 101' and continuing to 'MGB 110292'. This is not the case, and I offer
a s an example my own car #30 which was listed in the records as having body #21
with NO prefix! The tag on the body depicted in the photo below is in fact, #21.
However, the tag shown in the other photo says 'MGB 116'.
Figure 1 is taken from a very
early parts list and depicts an alloy
tag fastened to the body with two
straight slot screws. These were
installed at Swindon prior to painting. This tag has numbers prefixed
with 'MGB'. At some point Abingdon
stopped recording the numbers on
the right tag (Figure 1) and started
recording the numbers on the left

a

RAE Models expand their range with MGB GTs.

Continued on page 50

RAE Models has an MCB Le Mans version in %rd scale.
20

The Body Number u .tMped on plue .aMdto tho
MI-hand front n l u l c ? . behind the radial01 diaphngm

LElTERS TO T H E REGISTER
Dear Register,
Here's that small voice from the Northwest with a question for you. In the
MarchJApril "Driver"on page 12, you had a note on seatbelt recall with the VIN
#'s of cars that were affected.
However my data on MGBs suggests that these numbers apply t o cars built
in 1970-'71 and NOT t o the 1977-'80 models referred to! Can you check with John
Retkowski at Jaguar Cars, Inc. and let me know if there was a typo in the VIN numbers?
I'm delighted t o see how well the Register is progressing and please keep up
the good work.
Sincerely,
Paul A. Linney
Victoria, BC, Canada
(Sony! Sony! Sony! To Paul and everyone else who wrote in. The numbers
should have been: Midgets VIN #I91159 to 229526 and MCBs from VIN #429859 to
523002. Please, i f you've got seatbelts, wear them!!-Ed)

Dear Register,
Thanks for such a great magazine as the "MCB Driver". I just wish it was
thicker and arrived more often! (Just kidding-1 know it must take a considerable
amount of time to put it all together!)
If vou ever run a 'Situations Wanted" in vour Sell-Seek-Swa~Ads. let me know.
~ a ~ there's
b k someone out there who repairs MGBs (or ali ~ r i t i s hcars) and
might wish t o hire a British Leyland Master technician. I'm getting tired of working on German and Japanese autos since October 22nd 1980! Hope you all are having a good year in your MGBs!
Safety Fast,
George A. Montz
Crystal Lake, IL
Dear Register,
Thought you might like t o know that we made it into the pages of the
"Chicago Tribune" recently, where someone was asking about an MGB Clubhope it brought in some members! My car also was featured in "EnjoyingMC" the
MG Owners Club magazine in England. I've owned her since s h e was born in the
Summer of 1968.
Happy Motoring Good Buddies!
Bob Olach
Manchaca. TX
(Thanks Bob! The thought occurs to me that we should undertake a mail-in o f
the Register's informationand address to all local newspapers to reach all those MC
people out there who don't belong to a club and never attend meetings! With 130,000

Bob Olach 's 1968 MCB.

MCBs out there it might be a way to reach the parts we could neuer do otherwise.
What do other readers think?-Ed)
Dear Register,
As a Register member I have followed with interest t h e debate in the pages
of the "Driver" in connection with show cars and trailer queens! I have owned
MGs for over twenty three years, and I am President of our local MG Club.
Currently I own five MGs including a '64 MGB Roadster with factory hardtop,
and a '67 MGB GT. I recently restored the GT and while I don't own a trailer I have
managed t o take a few firsts and seconds with my cars, even though I drive them
to the meets, sometimes over a thousand miles away.
I enclose an article and some pictures of our most recent MG trip and hope
it proves something.
Best Regards,
Rod Schweiger
South San Francisco, CA
(No further comment from me, see page 44 for Rod's story-Ed)

IT TAKES ALL KINDS TO 'B' DIFFERENT
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THE M G CENTRE, LTD.
INCORPORATING
COSTELLO ENGINEERING
Costello V-8 Conversions
Costello Parts & Fuel Injection
Complete Repair; Restoration& Parts for ALL MC'S
Robin Weatherall - Jack Jenkins - Ken Costello

8370 OLIVE BLVD. - ST. LOUIS MISSOURI 63132 - USA
FAX:314/567-5818
TEL: 314/567-5911
The air conditioning unit on this MGB is from a Suzuki Samurai.

LOVE BRITISH CARS?
exclus~velyto all
Brtt~shcars, fmm
classtc to contempora

$31.95 TWO YEAR
eRESTORAlWN

Charge by phone!

An interesting MGB V6 conoersion-"Beauty is in the eye o f the beholder!"
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EXPERIENCES OF A N AMATEUR MECHANIC
Preston Douglas
I recently took my daily driver, a '75 MGB, into Manhattan for business, and
had the unpleasant experience of smelling raw gasoline on the Brooklyn Queens
Expressway. Now for those of you who haven't enjoyed a ride in the BQE, I should
tell you that unpleasant odors are common on that artery! For instance, a really
stinky New York City bus can have a petroleum-like smell for a minute or two. But
raw gas is distinctive. I figured that maybe I was smelling some spilt gas from the
fill-up I had stopped for a few miles back. (Wishful thinking!) Take note that many
older MGBs have holes in the top of their gas tanks which emit fumes. This is
gasoline and air mixing and that ought to make you nervous. Some of the tanks
actually spill over the top during fill-ups.
The specialists sell replacement tanks and fixing kits which make the repair
job relatively easy. Maybe you don't consider it an emergency to replace a leaking gas tank, but don't sue me if you blow up. You have been warned! Anyway, a
whiff of gas from the tank is very different from persistent fumes wafting into the
cabin, presumably from the engine compartment. Persistent fumes mean loose
gas and that means big danger!
To all my friends out there in MG land, do as 1 say, not a s I did. A strong raw
gas smell is an emergency! You have to pull over to investigate that smell, otherwise you may die. I, on the other hand, was born lucky. I waited until I crossed
through the Brooklyn Battery Tunnel t o Manhattan (where the sign clearly says
no explosives allowed!), and pulled into the outdoor lot.
There I opened the hood to find the plastic gas line filter leaking like an artery
(squirt, squirt, ...) all over the left side of the engine compartment. The fix was
easy. Just a minute to open the hose clamps (of course I turned off the engine,
silly), remove the filter, and reconnect t h e hose, bypassing the offending part. It's
a good job my wife wasn't in the car though!
I will promptly replace the gas line filter to protect the car. On that subject,
some old timers will tell you that the clear plastic filters have a limited life
because gas eats them eventually. Maybe so, but I like t o see the gas moving
because I distrust the notoriously unreliable MGB petrol pumps. So, you can buy
a metal filter that probably won't leak, but you can't see gas flowing through it,
and you can't see if it gets dirty prematurely. A Hobson's choice, but it's best to
change this two buck item periodically regardless of type.
There are a number of other telltale smells to sniff for in an old car. Antifreeze
has a distinctive odor, and I think it is even possible t o smell the difference
between ordinary hot antifreeze and overheated antifreeze-but I am not sure of
that one. Maybe that's just my imagination! Anyway the 'B engine doesn't last long
if it is allowed to overheat, s o keep sniffing for this one. Antifreeze smell usually
means a hole in the hose. You can prevent this kind of breakdown by replacing
aging hoses promptly and by using American hose clamps. Kick yourself five
times if you let this kind of breakdown happen to you, because it is almost always
due to neglect! The same goes for leaks in gas line hoses except that these are
really dangerous and stupid. (Gas line filters, however, are exempt from the stupid category... author's privilege!)
Burning insulation smells different too. It smells like plastic. Watch out for
shorts in the wires that feed the side running lights in the fenders. The natural
rubber grommets through which they pass fall apart with age, then the insulation

rubs off. These lights are not fused, s o the natural course in this kind of breakdown is smoke. Unfused circuits may emit intermittent puffs of smoke which
bedevil you. They are hard to find, and they mean that one day (maybe today,
maybe in two years) the short will stay shortened for more than a moment and
the wires will really start t o burn! Regardless of duration, a wiring short smells
like burning insulation and you only need to smell a short once, to recognize it.
Most wiring problems are curable after the fact, if they don't set the entire car on
fire! It may not be feasible t o prevent all shorts over the lifetime of a classic car
without rewiring the whole car. So check regularly for chafing of accessible
wiring, and keep sniffing.
Exhaust fumes are obvious to most people. Granted, on the main highways
to Manhattan exhaust smell is everywhere, but that odor in the cabin of your MG
while it is idling in your suburban driveway is a telltale sign that your life really
is in danger! If you have a rustbucket (like my old 'BGT) and the floor pans have
holes, combine this with a leaky exhaust system and know, THIS IS JUST NOT
SAFE! The exhaust odor is your alarm call that you are getting carbon monoxide
(CO) into the cabin, and that stuff will kill you. CO is odorless, s o it is fortunate
that other engine by-products do smell. Fix that exhaust and if necessary, plug
the floorpans with something. Since you already know that your 'B leaks like a
sieve in the rain you know for sure it isn't airtight, even without the holes in the
floor! Make certain the exhaust system is sound and tight.
Finally, burning brakes and clutches both smell a little bit like burning rubber. Of course the first place t o look for this problem is the emergency brake
lever. Did you leave it part way on? Everybody does that once in a while. But if it
is a frozen caliper (common in little used, winter-stored cars) or stuck rear cylinder, or worst of all, clutch friction, you have to fix it promptly. This last smell
ought also t o smell like greenbacks burning, because that is often what it means!

.

Check your
'B--or spend
time here!

A WATERY TALE!

"MG HEAVEN 1993"

Jon Rosenthall, Toronto MG Car Club

or if this doesn't get you to Grand Rapids nothing will!

So, you're going to an MG car club event and you're heading to the meeting
point to assemble the convoy. You pull into the parking lot, just a little concerned ...why? Because your MGB is running like a bag of nails!
After swapping a few little white lies (like how great your MGB is running!)
the announcement is given, "Gentlemen start your engines," at which you hop
into your MG, swing over the ignition key and voila!, your stomach tightens as the
engine stumbles, burps and then proceeds to go into great detail about not starting. You know, "er, er, er, putt, er, er, putt, putt".
Helpful fellow club members scramble to your aid (all in a "happy it's not
them" mode), pop open the hood and with all the technical acumen of our
Founding Chairman, John Twist, announce in perfect unison, "Water on the distributor!-Water on the distributor"!
Yes friends, it's the old blown heater valve syndrome, so common to MGB
heater valves, five years and older. These always fail at strategic moments especially when people are admiring your car. The little gremlin in this case is the rubber diaphragm inside the valve. After the passing of some years, and living in a
very hot environment, it dries up and cracks, then proceeds to leak coolant onto
the distributor. The distributor then takes this moisture and with the help of Mr.
Rotor does a very effective job of distributing the coolant all over the electrical
contacts, causing arcing and other nightmarish things too foul to mention!
Some people say this was a dumb place to have put the valve, but I disagree.
The engineers at Abingdon had a very good reason for this location as it is an
ideal position to diagnose a leak in the heater valve. See no gauges, no idiot lights
to possibly read inaccurately, this way your MGB just stops, period!
So what can be done if this happens to you? A temporary fix can be done very
simply. Remove the distributor cap, dry it off and then turn your heater control
on the dashboard to the "off" position. This will stop the flow of coolant around
the circumference of the diaphragm. However, if the heater valve continues to
leak after the above operation, drastic measures must be taken and the choices
are:
1. Sell me vour MGB for $loo!
2. ~emov; the offending heater valve and block up the opening with something (use your imagination!),
3. This is the ideal, replace the valve with a new one from the spare parts
department in the trunk of your car.
Be sure the part is NEW, not used, for the obvious aforementioned reasons,
and while installation is simple, do be sure to have lots of coolant on hand. You
will lose lots of coolant when that valve is removed s o be prepared!

If you want to see over 500 MGs of all types and nearly a thousand MG loving
enthusiasts then the University Motors Summer Party in Grand Rapids is the
place to "'B"!
Yes, I'm sure your car can travel the 1,600 mile round trip, and you can survive driving that distance in hot August weather as 'Maggie' and I did! The Hilton
Hotel was completely booked for the entire weekend for this annual event. The
hotel car park itself looked like an MG show itself, with all types of the marque
represented. There were also plenty of events to keep you busy if you weren't still
polishing the polish!
A 1,000 mile rally around Lake Michigan, tours of the city, tech sessions, the
private car museum of Wes Merrick and of course a tour of John Twist's shop
were all on the program. I met such a lot of people, and it seemed they were all
old friends. Friday evening, I picked up my wife, Pat, at the airport. She had flown
in and to save getting 'Maggie' dirty again I took the hotel shuttle to the airport.
We got a lot of strange looks from all the people kicking tires in the car park when
we arrived back at the Hilton around 10:OO pm. Could this have been because the
Hilton shuttle is a stretched Lincoln Limo?!
6:30 am Saturday morning people were still washing and waxing their cars,
trying to get that 'invisible' dirt off. Then off we drove to the show field where I
was directed to park in my class of 1973-'74 MGBs. The weather was perfect,
sunny and 85"F, and more MG vendors than ever. Pat went off to do her voting
and came back after 2 hours exhausted from trying to pick the best from over 500
MGs on the field! I myself had only 30 minutes to go and vote, so I only voted on
those cars which had their hood and trunk open. This narrowed each class down
to 4 or 5 cars. It really is like heaven seeing all those great Abingdon cars in one
location.
Saturday night at the awards dinner, Pat and I sat with a group from the
Wisconsin MG club. They are a great bunch and we had a lot of fun with them. We
managed a 4th in class and sixth place for distance traveled to the show.
Sunday morning we caravanned to Gratten Race Track for a day of vintage
racing. More importantly, we were allowed to drive our MGB in parade laps
around the two mile track. This was fun, but Pat left some fingernail scratches in
my dash and vent windows as in some of the turns our tires really squealed! Then
back to the hotel so Pat could catch her flight home. By now the hotel lot was
almost deserted of the MGs that had occupied it for several days. Soon 'Maggie'
was sitting there all by herself.
I began my trip home on Monday morning as it started to rain, rather matching the mood I was in, as the last few days of MG Heaven had come to an end. I
reached home Tuesday afternoon and after giving the MGB a sponge bath, I
tucked her away thanking her for a wonderful trip. Will we see you there this
year?
Terry Allen, Keystone Region MG Club

Overleaf-This is a view o f the "A "-Blockmain production lines
looking east towards the Body Drop. Note the identified bonnets
in racks on the right waiting to rejoin their original Midget bodies. (Photo-Knudson Collection).

HOW US LEGISLATION NEARLY KILLED
THE OPEN SPORTS CAR
David Knowles
Many will be moderately aware of the dramatic effects US Government legislators had on the domestic car market following the Nader Report on vehicle safety. Nevertheless, it is important to realize how close the world came to losing
open sports cars in the early part of the seventies.
The motor industry had already begun to feel that the open car would be
under threat as vehicle safety became a matter of public concern and government
legislation. The real threat arrived with the publication in the winter of 1971-'72
of Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 208, which was concerned with the protection of vehicle occupants in the event of a collision. The most important
aspect as far as open cars were concerned was the roll-over test. Vehicles would
be tested by rolling them from a platform while traveling at 30 mph. MVSS 208
required that all occupants of a vehicle would have to remain wholly within the
vehicle!
It was a fairly difficult task to guarantee this in a vehicle with a roof and in the
case of an open sports car it was virtually impossible. The National Highway
Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) was adamant that there were to be no
exceptions for such vehicles. The ultimate goal of MVSS 208 appeared to be to
restrain occupants within a roll-over vehicle without the need for any conscious
effort by the occupants concerned, in other words seatbelts were not enough:
only airbags would do.
Some companies began to explore the possibility of "Targa Tops", others
looked at alternative options, whilst many others, particularly the 'big three'
domestic manufacturers, decided to give up the open car market altogether. They
did decide to fight the legislation where it affected the remainder of their production. Chrysler mounted a major legal onslaught against MVSS 208 in order to
avert the imposition of airbags, while at the same time they also pursued the case
of the open convertible in a suit against the Department of Transportation.
The results of Chrysler's action, which was largely successful, was not only
to delay the imposition of airbags without an executive branch review, but also
demonstrated that the 1970 Highway Safety Act did not empower the NHTSA to
effectively wipe out any existing types of car, specifically open topped vehicles,
with their safety standards. The legal opinion was that "people knowingly accept
certain risks when they choose this type of machinery over what well may be a
safer automobile".
Convertibles still had to provide adequate safety provisions including lap
belts, the ability to meet the requirements of a windscreen pillar crush test and
the normal horizontal impact requirements common to all vehicles. But manufacturers were saved the unenviable task of trying to provide an airbag system to
contain occupants in a car with no roof.
However indecision had taken its toll. MVSS first became public in January
1972, but it was November by the time Chrysler won its case. By that time, most
convertibles in the planning stage had been consigned to the scrapheap and budgets were redirected towards complying with the ever-growing mountain of other
legislation. The NHTSA were bloodied but unbowed by Chrysler's victory.

Obvious victims of this period of indecision were the Triumph TR7 and the
Jaguar XIS, then still in the planning stages, but due for launch within two years.
Without a doubt another victim were any plans for an MGB V8 Roadster, since the
Vhngined MG was still in development in 1972 . All three cars emerged solely as
coupes, with the extensively re-engineered open topped derivatives of the TR7
and the XIS not arriving until much later. Only long-serving open topped cars
such as the MGB (four cylinder), Midget, Spitfire, TR6 and Jaguar E-Type were
unscathed, but for those few months in 1972, many believed that the death knell
of the open sports car had been sounded.
(This article is extracted from David's forthcoming book. "MCV8:21 years On
From Launch to RV8': published earlier this spring.)

Early Federal legislation led to the infamous 'Sabrina' bumpered MCBs.
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CHAPTER NEWS
MCs of Baltimore Clean Up!
The Club recently signed on as a member of the unique effort to save the
State of Maryland money and help keep our highways clean. We have been given
a one mile stretch of Maryland Rt. 24 to help keep clean.
To participate in this program, we had to agree to patrol our section of the
highway four times a year during the warm weather and pick up any small items
of trash such as bottles, cans, paper, etc. The State provides us with trash bags,
safety hats and vests, plus signs that we put out as we work the road.
The best part of the deal is that the State recently installed our "Adopt a
Highway" SWAT team signs at the start and finish of our section of the highway.
SWAT by the way, stands for Stop Waste and Trash!
We feel this is a great way for our club to help out the community and also
to get the club's name out s o that other MG owners can find out all about us.
Maybe a similar program exists in your area and your local chapter could take
part in it. Check with your local Highway Department and if there isn't such a
scheme already, then maybe your club could be instrumental in starting one. It's
great public relations!
Richard G. Liddick

The Editor's View - Continued from page

3

to write: P.O. Box 2645, Goleta, CA 93117.1am looking out in particular for a striking, vertical, color, cover shot, for the "Yearbook",which will be the same size
and format as the "MCB Driver".
Take care, buckle up ...and DRIVE that MG!

&M

RLAe

Chairman's Chat - Continued from page 6
time I took to justify the worth of both my MGB and my MGC to my agent, paid off
in a big way after we found ourselves in the middle of a flash flood and 24" of
water in the garage! My insurance company has settled, no questions asked! Will
yours?!
Now get out and DRIVE those MGBs!
Octagonally,

E

d

(What a great idea and what a great way to get your club's name out there!Ifeel
other clubs should definitely investigate the possibility o f undertaking similar tasks
for the benefit of all.-Ed)

I
Keeping ClassicsAlive.. .
Practlcal Classlcs

IS

Brltaln's best-

selling classlc car magazlne
Every month ~t'spacked wlth v~tal
lnformat~on
Full and part-rebu~lds, restoration

out a subscr~pt~on
and we'll arrange for a
year's supply to be posted to you - d~rect
and fresh from the prlnters

techn~ques.parts and services, buylng
gu~des,home rebu~lds,car dlscover~esand hundreds of affordable classlc cars
for sale1
Publ~shedon the second Fr~dayof
every month. Pract~cal Class~cs IS
available from your newsagents, or take

No doubt who keeps this stretch of Route 24 tidy!
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PO BOX 500 Le~cesterLE99 OAA
Cred~tcard orders 0858 410888

NOT MANY PEOPLE KNOW THAT. ..

Kim Chevalier (with a little help from John H. Twist!)

The Sears 12-Volt Diehard battery used in the Horizon (Omni) will fit nicely in
the battery holder of an MGB.
Using a Turkish towel over the plastic window when putting the top down will
protect the window from scratches and tight folded corners.
American Racing Vector wheels will fit an MGB with no problem at all. Use a 14"
x 6" wheel and 175SR14 tires. Road holding has been known t o improve with the
slightly wider wheels.
Lowering the ride height on late model MGBs is easier than you might think.
Autocross coil springs are made t o lower the ride height by about 2 inches
without compromising the spring rate (the car won't bottom out!) Simply use
these springs to replace the stock springs and have the rear springs de-arched
two inches at the spring shop-that's it.
MGB headlight rims are fixed on a spring loaded clip at the bottom of the head
lamp unit. By placing a thick rag or pad on the outside of the fender at the head
lamp well, and using a long screwdriver, gently prying the base of the chrome
trim ring will remove it without causing damage to either the rim or the paint
finish.
When replacing the front shocks on the MGB it is advisable to also replace the
two rubber bushings at the end of the shock arms. You'll need two 88G274
bushings.
When the diaphragm in the Stromberg carburetor becomes perforated, the piston cannot rise enough to allow air t o pass through the carb, resulting in a top
speed of 10-20 MPH.
The right angle hose used in the PVC system 1968'74% fitted between the front
tappet breather and the plastic "Y" piece can be replaced with a Goodyear
#63192 hose.
On MGBs 1963267 a new ring gear must be heated s o that it expands t o fit
around the flywheel. However, overheating the gear can destroy the temper of
the steel. Heat the gear until it will just melt electrical solder and it should be
hot enough to fit.

MCs on
parade at
Brands
Hatch
Racetrack
in England.

FROM THE TECHNICAL COORDINATOR
Bob Mason
By the time you read this edition the Convention in Washington, DC will have
been and gone. I hope this highlight of the Register's year lived up to the expectations of all concerned and maybe fired up your desire to attend the MG '95
Convention in beautiful Lake Tahoe, California.
Meanwhile I continue to enjoy the Register technical calls and sometimes we
have a good laugh with the member calling. However, it never ceases t o amaze
me where the letters and calls emanate from. In just one week we had contact
with people in Tennessee, Florida, Texas, Ohio, Illinois, Wisconsin, and
Washington. Is this a great national MGB organization or what? Anyway here's
another dose of technical stuff for you t o ponder ...

Slippery Advice
The 'good book' (workshop manual!) calls for lubrication of various points of
the MGB at certain specified intervals, and if this is carried out on a regular basis,
the greased areas will last for many thousands of miles with very little wear.
However, if left without grease for a long period of time, the grease that may still
be there will usually have hardened and will strongly resist the flow of fresh
grease when finally applied. In fact, the fresh grease may not even flow at all!
Without grease the kingpin bushings will wear at an accelerated rate, and the
lower trunnion bolt will rust and freeze into position. This creates a cutting action
through the holes at the outer ends of the lower control arms and through the
trunnion bolt itself.
If you happen t o look at your MGB or Midget from the front, and it appears
that the bottom of the tires are further apart than the top, take a very good look
at the area around the bottom of the kingpins for any unwanted movement. Badly
worn, inner lower control arm rubber bushes will also create too much positive
camber.
The lower trunnion bolt should also be centered where it passes through the
control arm. If it can be seen that the bolt has moved off-center, this means the
lower trunnion bolt is cutting through the lower control arm, elongating the once
round hole. It is also cutting through the trunnion bolt itself, in two places, and if
cut far enough you may also see a portion of the original hole. If you see anything
like the symptoms described, make your repairs as soon as possible. If the cutting action is allowed to continue you will live to regret it!
Also remember that when your kingpins are rebuilt, the new bushings will
have to be align bored (reamed) for straight and accurate fit, preferably by someone who has a factory kingpin bush reamer.
Once rebuilt don't forget to lubricate all of those grease fittings at certain
specified intervals-or even more often than recommended. Also remember that
the flow of fresh grease through the lower trunnion bushing area will be eased if
the front of the MG is lifted clear off the ground, allowing the wheels to hang free
while greasing the fittings. Finally don't forget to wipe off any excess grease once
you have completed the job, to preclude dirt and grit accumulation.

Continued on page 38
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Technical Coordinator - Continued h-om page 3 7

NOT YOUR AVERAGE MGB!

A New Shape for an Old Classic
Overdrive Protection
Some of us are fortunate enough t o have an overdrive unit installed in our
MGBs and to ensure the long life of the units' wiring circuit (and the cars' major
wiring loom..) we should all consider adding a little extra protection, like an inline fuse.
The overdrive circuit works through the main ignition circuit (unfused) with
wires that pass through metal clips attached to the gearbox. The possibility exists
that over time, the wires may chafe at the clips, grounding the wires, with the end
result being a burned, expensive to replace, wiring harness!
The simplest cure is to fit an in-line fuse holder with a Lucas 17amp 35 fuse
into the overdrive circuit where the Yellow wire connects t o the YellowtRed wire
at the right rear of the engine compartment (or to the Yellow/Purple wire on later
cars.) A simple procedure which results in long term peace of mind.
Liquid Misfire?
Gas tanks that are allowed to sit for extended periods of time at a less than
full level, will form condensation on the inner surfaces that will then flow as liquid water into the fuel line, flow through the carburetors and be burned within
the combustion chambers. The HS4 type of carburetor has a built-in trap in the
float bowl which is designed to hold back very fine debris (rusttdirt) and small
amounts of water. However when these traps are filled, undesirable 'things' may
flow to the jets, and that particular set of cylinders may not fire. The engine may
run fine at idle RPM, but will cut out when the throttle is opened and the water
now being drawn through the jets will cause the misfire.
To eliminate this problem , keep your gas tank a s full as possible at all times
and keep the traps of your float bowls clean of all foreign matter. Change your fuel
filter whenever you doubt its condition, and every s o often add a bottle of "Dry
Gas" to your fuel tank. Remember that any fuel filter should be installed between
the pump and the carburetors, and NOT between the fuel tank and the pump.
(Every once in a while even I learn something from Bob's column. Editing BobS
tip above reminded me to check the fuel filter on my '79 MGB. No wonder the poor
'B was struggling a t times! You should have seen the amount of 'crud' which was in
the filter, and this after only 5,000 local miles. What are they putting in the gas these
days? It never used to be like this!So as Bob advises check that filter regularly!-Ed).

#

Our photographs here, show the unique MGB Pick-Up created by Mike
Goodman of Van Nuys, California. Mike is the proprietor of Mike Goodman's Sport
Car Service and is well respected in the MG community, in addition to being the
former partner of Al Moss, the founder of Moss Motors.
The car started life as a 1971 MGB GT, however, numerous other parts were
added during the course of construction. The cowl and front fenders are from a
1969 MGB Roadster. For structural integrity, Mike welded in a 1" square beam
behind the seats while the spare wheel is located behind the passenger seat.
Inside the 'truck' bed, all the foul weather equipment is stored in fitted boxes.
The top is the early sticks and rails type. The gas filler cap was also brought
inside the bed for security.
This MGB is fully California smog legal and boasts an Austin-Healey muffler
with twin pipes all the way to the rear terminating in a Monza end piece. A Moss
coil-over suspension with Spax shocks supports the front, while at the rear KYB
tube shocks quiet the ride.
The interior is finished in a beautiful blue, even the dashboard and the top
and tonneau! A Motolita steering wheel complements the cockpit.
This work of art was painted by Mike and the whole conversion took about
five months to complete. The car is finished in white with a blue pinstripe and lettering. Registered as a 1971 MGB, it is mainly used as promotional vehicle for
Mike's business.
Continued on page 40

Wire Wheels and Towing
Except for very short distances DO NOT tow your wire wheel equipped MG
backwards. Because of the design of the knock-on hub nuts, towing the car backwards will loosen the nuts. The nuts will fall off and s o will the wire wheel, which
just might ruin your day!
Finally a thought t o remember for those of you too busy to look after your
MG-"You seldom see the results of preventative maintenance, but you will eventually see the lack of it!"
"Happy Motoring!"
Bob

Beautifully done--and a real eyecatcher!
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N o t Your Average M G B - Continued h-om page 39
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TECHNICAL QUESTIONS ON YOUR MCB
M G Car Club of Toronto
Q-I have noticed that both front engine mounting brackets are cracked on my
1967 MGB. Is this serious and how easy are they to replace?
A-Actually the engine mounts used since 1974%seem t o have more problems
than the ones used until 1974. This mounting change must have been a combination of cost and space requirements. The newer style of mount allows the engine
to sit lower between the chassis rails thus lowering the center of gravity.
Unfortunately the cracked brackets are not uncommon, and it is important that
you correct the problem soon, as eventually the brackets could fracture a l t e
gether, thereby causing a misalignment of the enginelgearbox in relation to the
drive line. The exhaust manifold also takes a terrific beating from this misalignment.
The brackets can be replaced by jacking up the engine while loosening and
removing the nuts and bolts which hold the bracket to the engine and the motor
mount. Be sure to protect the engine sump from the jack by placing a six inch
piece of 2" x 4" lumber on the jack pad. If the lefthand motor mount needs replacing, the steering rack and pinion must be removed first (no kidding!)

(As a footnote, when we visited Mike's premises to do this story it was the week
after the horrific Northridge earthquake. Mike lives and works very near the epicenter, about a mile away. While none of the MCs that were in the shop were damaged,
Mike told me that all the parts, nuts, bolts and washers, ended up all on the floor! Try
picking that lot up and sorting them back into their various bins and boxes!-Ed)

Q-I own a mint 1974 MGB and would like to install a "kill switch" to it a s a
method of theft protection How should I go about this and is there any other
advice you can offer?
A-You can install a "kill switch" to keep the distributor from working, or to stop
the fuel pump from pumping. The most common type of switch for most cars is
a wire leading from the under dash area where it is connected to a switch. The
other side of the switch is grounded. When the switch is "ON" there will be no
spark produced at the coil. Although this is easily done, it does involve stringing
another wire under the bonnet and the installation of the switch under the dash.
An excellent tip from a member was he used the overdrive switch ...as a means of
theft control! The overdrive switch was integrated into the wiper stalk on all
MGBs 1968-'76. The switch flicks 'fore' and 'aft' and it is ON in the aft position.
Note that this switch cannot be used a s a fuel pump cut off if the MGB fitted
with overdrive.
To connect the switch, find the YELLOW wire on the right inner fender at the
junction of the main and rear looms. The YELLOW wire comes from the overdrive
switch and is HOT when the ignition is ON, and switch is pulled Am.
Find the WHITE wire in the rear loom (the rear loom has about ten wires, the
gearbox loom about four, and the main loom seems t o have hundreds!)
Disconnect the WHITE wire of the rear loom from the 4-way connector with the
other WHITE wires, and connect this WHITE wire to the YELLOW wire from the
main loom. Now the fuel pump will only work when the switch is pulled aft.
Q&A-When I purchased my MGB it had a badly bent front valance. After checking the cost of a new one and looking at aftermarket spoilers I decided to construct my own.
Continued on page 42
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Technical Questions - Continued from page 41
I used a !4" thick piece of Lexan 61" x 9", the Lexan being of a dark tint. I matched
up the bolt holes, cut out the air vents, and cut the bottom edge up to a point at
each end. The Lexan flexed nicely to the correct curvature and gives the 'B a
totally different look as it is partially transparent.
(The spoiler I use on my own MGB came from Jim Udkler o f MG Cosas one o f our
advertisers and it's the second one I've had in six years! Extremely strong, looks like
an ST spoiler, and has withstood even me banging into the concrete stops at the
supermarket!-Ed)

British Parts Specialist
J

The Largest, Most Extensive
Inventory in the World!
We stock obscure as well as common items.
Our commitment to re-tooling obsolete spares
insures the complete and correct restoration of
your classic MG sports car.

J No Risk Shopping!
We want you to be happy with the components
you get from us! We have the best returns
policy in the business and always go
the extra mile to keep you satisfied.
J Convenient Hours, Open Sunday Too!
Our longer hours make it more convenient for
you to shop for the parts you need, especially

t/ Faster Service!
We ship over 90% of our orders the same day
they are received from warehouses in both
California and New Jersey. Order by

J Free Illustrated Catalogs!
Our famous, comprehensive catalogs
help you find the parts you need
quickly and easily. Just specify
the edition you need: MG TC-TD-TF,
MGA, MGB or SpriteIMidget.
Plexiglass rear cockpit spoiler on Philip Saltonstall's 1966 MGB keeps the navigator's hair tidy!

J

Free Color Quarterly Newsletter!
Each issue of Moss Motoring is filled with
specially priced sale items, new product
releases, tech tips, feature articles,
British car news and events.
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RENDEZVOUS 1993, OR ...
IT'S ONLY A PROBLEM IF YOU CAN'T FIX IT!
Rod Schweiger
I feel there are only three ways left to have an adventure, auto racing, big
game hunting, and taking a trip in an old car! This is a tale about such a trip. The
old car is a 1967 MGB GT that sat in a backyard for ten years, unloved and
stripped. In an effort to buy another car out of the yard, I ended up with the 'BGT.
Seven years later, the car is finished and it's time for a trip.
Sue and I left a week earlier than necessary, we were on our way to attend
the MG Rendezvous at Mount Hood in Oregon. Our intention was to visit friends
and relatives on the way and explore some of the back roads of the Pacific
Northwest. We drove up Interstate 5 to Mount Shasta City and spent two days
exploring such delights as the Klamath River Valley and the Oregon Coast which
we had traveled a dozen times before. This time I actually saw Brookings, Oregon,
no fog and 80°F.
Monday morning I noticed that the speedometer on the GT was not working.
A prompt inspection revealed that the cable was not turning and that the angle
drive must have broken. It was also about this time that the fuel gauge readings
grew exceedingly erroneous necessitating the navigator to log all our road
mileage from the map in an effort to estimate distances covered for fueling! This
was our first glitch, but only a minor inconvenience, really.
Monday night was spent in Sisters, Oregon, then we headed t o the Warm
Springs Indian Reservation at Kahneeta which is at the bottom of a deep canyon
on the Warm Springs River. Our minds wondered how the Indians overcame

Get out and get under! Rod changes the fuel pump again.
Ad

...But it's worth it when you win!

adversity t o create this,haven in a wasteland, for they have built a world class
resort hotel that would rival any, the polished luxury of the resort is in stark contrast to the austere ruggedness of the reservation land.
Leaving Kahneeta is a long, hot climb out of the river canyon, and pulling up
this hill is where the GT had its first real problem. The engine started missing as
though it had vapor lock. Considering the ninetyish temperature outside we
decided to park under a shady tree and cool her off. A cold soda and 30 minutes
later we tried again. 200 yards up the road the engine cut out again and it was
clear this was no vapor lock, the engine was running out of fuel. We returned to
the shade tree, took off the right rear wheel, and replaced the fuel pump with a
fresh specimen from the spares department in the trunk!
Back up the hill and a repeat performance of the float bowls running dry and
the engine stalling out! I don't believe in coincidence when parts failure is concerned, s o 1 ruled out the fuel pump. A fellow traveler donated some spare fuel
but the problem still persisted. It became obvious that there must be an obstruction in the tank. Off again with the wheel, disconnect the pump and blow hard
through the fuel line to back flush the obstruction. Reconnect the pump and
check fuel flow. Flow looks good. Replace the wheel, load up the GT, try it up the
hill, problem in remission, for ten miles anyway! We are still in the middle of the
reservation (read in the middle of nowhere!) and it's hot and we're getting tired.
Our destination is the Dalles which we would reach that afternoon but not before
stalling out again and a rerun of the drill of removing the pump and blowing
through the line.
The next morning, I set out early to find the necessary equipment to tackle
the fuel tank problem. I rented two jack stands from a tool rental shop and bought
Continued on page 46
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Rod's GT lines up in the Winner's Circle!

a plastic gas can and a drain pan. The lady at the store commented that I was far
from home to have a problem with the MG, to which my reply was, "it's only a
problem if you can't fix it."
Back to the motel and after finding an inconspicuous spot to play roadside
restoration, we proceeded to drain and remove the fuel tank. The source of our
fuel line obstruction turned out to be the zinc chromate slushing compound that
I had used to seal the tank had lifted, and was floating in large and small pieces in
the tank. I would find out later that both Oregon and Washington use alcohol in
their gasoline and alcohol will lift zinc chromate! Sue and I worked for an hour
removing all the debris and the repeated the process finally rinsing the tank with
fuel.
We got the car back together, packed and returned the tools, and then headed north to Mount Hood. While motoring at 65 mph through the timbered base of
this extinct volcano, content that we had our fuel problem behind us, the MGB
made a horrendous banging noise. I quickly brought the car to the side of the
road, and Sue said, "You had a tire blow out." A hasty inspection showed that all
four tires still held air, but the right rear tire had thrown a tread, just a s if it were
a recap, which it was not! When the tire tread peeled off the tire it caused some
moderate damage to the lower rear portion of the fender, but it also managed to
pop the plastic taillight lens out of the chrome retainer. By the time I realized that
my taillight lens was lying back down the road, the next car to come along
promptly rolled over it!
We removed the failed tire, fitted the spare and made the last twenty or s o
miles to Timberline Lodge without further mishap. At this point, my hopes were
dashed as to our chances in the event car display. The MG didn't look too bad
when we left home, but now with its rusty spare wheel and missing taillight it was
a sad case. As other MG people pulled into the parking lot, I found one who gave
me the number of Harold Dick, an MG parts purveyor in Portland. I called and

requested a tire and replacement taillight. It was never a given that Harold would
have the tire and taillight lens, or that he would bring them to the meet, s o it was
a relief the following morning while washing and detailing the GT, Harold arrived.
A happy sight indeed!
The taillight was installed immediately and it made the car look whole again
and lifted my spirits. I had checked out the only gas station in the area the day
before and knew they had no tire machine. However, Skip Kelsey, MG expert
extraordinairre, came to the rescue with tire irons and valve stem tool from his
TD tool kit, and with the help of Dick Criswell and several others, we removed the
failed tire, and mounted the new tire on the wheel-all with hand tools! It was a
real "grunt" job, but with the new tire and road wheel back on the car everything
started t o look right.
With everything back t o normal I figured I had a chance in the car display. I
reckoned I would finish behind the brilliant white '71 GT and the unusual black
Limited Edition 'BGT, both beautiful cars. However, I was mildly troubled because
I had spent s o much time on the tire that I wasn't able t o clean and detail the car
the way 1 had intended. The car display and the voting was over by noon and then
all departed on the tour after which a funkhana was organized.
Come the awards dinner and it was no surprise that we would be a shoo-in
for the hard luck award after all the adversities we had suffered, but I was rather
stunned and terribly delighted when we were awarded first place in the GT class
of the car show! It's not often that one gets in the winner's circle, s o on Sunday
morning I savored the moment!
Our last day on the road took us t o Truckee and then Highway 80 home to
San Francisco. We were over Donner Summit and on the west side of the Sierras
heading downhill at a rapid clip when the other rear tire decided to throw a tread!
For a few seconds it was quite dicey, for while trying t o bring the GT under control and safely to the side of the road, the back end tried t o come around and the
car wanted to go sideways instead of frontways. I made the steering corrections
Continued on page 48
BRITISH PARTS DIRECT has formed VINTAGE MG RACING SERVICES to
satisfy the increasing needs of the MG Vintage enthusiast. We have successfully
sourced from all corners of the U.K. an exclusive range of parts to help with race
preparation and maintenance of MGA's, MGB's and Midgets too!
Items rangingfromfull motors in various statesof tune, to the leather bonnett hold
down straps. In stock at all times are pistons, cams, carbs, headers, CIR - SIC
gear sets, LSD units, minilite wheels, 810 & WO, race tyres, suspension parts,
uprated shocks, springs, brake pads, etc. Please call with your requirementsand
we'll offer our own racing experience & knowledge.
C U FmFRE VUrAOE P
m
F
-

P r n CATILOQ

CRESWELL, OR 97426

[Appointment Only)
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by instinct (no time for thought!) and managed to stop the car and again put on
the spare.
We drove the rest of the 125 miles home at a steady 55 mph and Sue
remarked how she couldn't remember driving with me in the slow lane since we
put a high speed rear end in a TD some twelve years ago! It felt strange driving at
55 and having the Highway Patrol pass you and not having to worry! Our two front
tires made it home without failure and I will treat the GT to five new Michelins and
maybe some new chrome wires. 1 think it's earned it, or maybe 1 have. It's only a
problem if you can't fix it!
Epilogue
It's now been five months since our adventure and the MGB GT has five new
chrome wheels and five new Michelins. I replaced the gas tank with a new one
from Moss. This cured my slushing compound problem and also cured my fuel
gauge problems. Evidently the baffle in the old tank was loose and was preventing the float from moving and the gauge from reading properly. I replaced the
speedo, angle drive and speedo cable with a much longer cable which eliminated
the angle drive. The rear fenders are repaired. Many people have asked me what
brand of tires failed. They came from one o f my parts cars and were a matched
set of Semperits. They looked good, not cracked and with lots of tread. However,
when Harold Dick looked them over he remarked that he hadn't seen that model
of Semperit in over fifteen years!
(If it wasn't for using the dreaded "Tword"I would commend Rod for his T** ** * *
over adversity! This tale proves that you can both drive and show and win!-Ed)
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Products that Perform

ENGINE: 1 9 2 4 c c Engine K i t - 8 3 m m P i s t o n s , c a m s h a f t , r o l l e r r o c k e r s .
Electronic I g n i t i o n Kits. Carb modifications and manifold alternatives.
A l t e r n a t o r a d a p t a t i o n f o r G e n e r a t o r e q u i p p e d cars. COOLING:
Expansion tank Kit (pre177), Electric Fan Kit. BRAKES: Drilled Cad-plated
Front disks, Carbon Fiber Brake Pads, Brake Pressure Modulator Kits.
SUSPENSION: Custom Designed Panhard Rod Kits (tube axels), Fiberglass
Rear Leaf Springs. Real Information on Front Suspension Modifications.
TRANSMISSION: Polypropelene Trans Cover ('63-'67all-synchro conversion)
FOR MORE DETAILED INFORMATION, PLEASE CALL US

Ea

BRITISH AUTOMOTIVE
(415 ) 883-7200

Former Glory
Restored
Repair and Complete
Renovation of
Automotive Coach Work

spom CAR
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Meticulous Servicing
and Careful
Attention to Detail

SPECIALTIES

SPOKE CAR
SERVICES

Specialist Panel Beater
Certified Dupont Refinkher
C A R O W Collision
Repair System

An aspeds of servicing
including complete driveline
and chassis repair.
Comprehensive maintenance
and turling.

32 North Street
Winchendon, MA
508-297-3105

Sue Beyer won the Phoenix Concours with her 1971 MCB-on the same day she
joined the Register!

Rebuild and
Repair

MGB PARTS
Aluminum valve cover wlcap ................................................................. $ 58.00
B deluxe cut pile carpet set wlsnaps ...................................................... $119.00
B trunk carpet kit wlspare tire cover ...................................................... $54.00
Seat kit, pair ........................................................................................... $195.00
70-80 Complete interior panel set .......................................................... $139.00
Dash top cover ......................................................................................... $ 38.00
Sunvison, pair ......................................................................................... $ 38.00
Convertible top ........................................................................................ $165.00
Body rubber kit ....................................................................................... $199.00
Weber carburetor conversion kit .......................................................... $329.00
62-74 Head gasket set ............................................................................. $ 18.00
Cylinder head, bare outright ................................................................ $225.00
Piston set, with rings and pins ............................................................... $148.00
Street performance cams (exchange) .................................................... $ 65.00
72-80 Lifter set......................................................................................... $ 28.00
Clutch kit (3 pieces Borg and Beck)...................................................... $ 89.00
B Rear wheel cylinder............................................................................. $ 14.50
Major front suspension rebuilt kit, both sides ..................................... $110.00
Tube shock conversion, all four ............................................................. $195.00

ELECTRONIC BULLETIN BOARD NEWS
Well, I asked for it, and I got it! Recently, I wondered (electronically) how
many NAMGBR members were using the Prodigy EBS, as I hadn't heard anything
about it since Dan Zebarah had to relinquish the position of EBS coordinator. Our
Founding Chairman, John H. Twist, put my query on the MGB "Hotline" and I really would like to acknowledge all those members who took the trouble t o sign in.
In no particular order they were:
Fred Anderholm, John Ray 111, Steve Lipofsky, Bruce Bubeck, Larry
Boardman, Larry Zietlow, T. Kluessendorf, Larry Cioffi, Peter Adams, Kevin Stark,
Sue & Dan Shayler, Curt Anderson, Dan Henson, Ken Janowski, Kent Steinnagel,
Steve Hensley, Pricilla & Paul Needle, Kevin McCloskey, Philip Morgan, Mark
Stidham, Tom Biehl, David Colin, Orin Harding, Wayne Norman, Tom Snook,
Lawrence Newman, Ed Irwin, Jack Estes 11, Gary Fischer, John Lifsey, John Zeno,
Gordy Jack, John Frazer, Richard Fennell, Allen Wulf, Gary Walker, Bill Bunker,
Kurt Selber, James Budrow, Mary Kraus, Kevin Gill, Tim Clark, Jack Mayson, Phil
& Dallas Smith, Charles Marchant, James Knight, Fenton Kremer, Greg Finch,
Mark Spangrud, Barry Roberts, Stanton Kelton 111, and Andrew Fairey.
Thank you all for the terrific response, you are the greatest!!
Marcham Rhoade

*Visa, MC, COD
.Daily UPS
.Prices good t h m 8-30-94

*Call for other parts
.Fast friendly service

NORTHWEST

g-

, ,r

RhRTs

10915 S.\\'. 64th Ave.. 1)ept. 8E. Portland. OK 97219

By the way, if you are on Prodigy you can find all the good people above on
the AUTO BB, in SPORTS CARS, on the MGB HOTLINE.

503-245-3806
FAX 503-245-9617
>

(One final point, Andrew Fairey asked whether there was a feud between the
North American MCB Register and the AMGBA. The short answer is no! Keen competitors, yes! Rivals, yes! Feud, NO! Quite a few of us were members o f the AMCBA
in the past, but the founding members o f the Register thought there was a better way,
a more democratic way, where YOU, the members, called the shots, and boy, have
they been proved right!-Ed)

tag (Figure on page 21, bottom). The build records list my body a s #21 and
nowhere is 'MGB 116' recorded for my car.
Obviously car numbering (GHN3 101-on) and Body numbering (MGB 101-on)
didn't start at the same time, even if the publication imply that they did! Is this
where those five thousand or s o missing bodies went?
What d o readers think, or does it even matter? Am I the only one who wonders about thing like this? (My wife calls it daydreaming!) Oh well, when I get the
official response from Anders I'll let you know and it can then be recorded in the
"Driver".
Lloyd Faust
(Well it's an interesting point you raise Lloyd, and even though my '64 MCB has
both plates, I must confess I don't have a clue as to the correct answer, but we need
to get the records straight for posterity. Maybe some o f our friends who worked at the
plant can throw some light on the question. However, talking of missing bodies, have
you ever heard the story o f the 'missing'MCB that was taken from the yard at the factory--~whole car?! Remind me to tell you about it sometime.-Ed)
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ADULT LONG-SLEEVED HEAVYWEIGHT
RUGBY SHIRT. 59% POLYESTER
AND 50% COTTON WITH 2 BUTTON
PLACKET AND TURN-DOWN
COLLAR AND RIBBED CUFFS.
AVAILABLE IN:
REDWHITE
ROYAL BLUE,WHITE
KELLY GREENWHITE
SIZES: S-XL

A Question of Numbers - Continued from page 21
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VALUED SUPPORTERS OF THE NAMCBR

Blocks and Gaskets
We recently had an interesting question raised by Frank Ieraci of Valley
Stream, New York. Frank was replacing a perforated exhaust header on his 1978
MGB. He removed the two covers that are on the side of the engine block of the
18V to replace the gaskets.
This was when he noticed on the block the letters, " B A stamped into the
gasket surface area on the upper left of the forward opening, and " A A on the
upper right of the rear opening.
Frank asked what the stampings meant: Also he asked why the gasket
replacement to prevent oil leaking out seemed as useless as throwing buckets of
water against the incoming tide!
We think that the markings are probably from the foundry who cast the
engine blocks, as the blocks were cast in two pieces and the letters probably
enabled them to get the back and the front half together in the correct order.
However, we also went out and looked at several engine blocks we had on hand.
We found all kinds of letters and numbers seemingly at random. On one block,
within the tappet area we found "4" and "4" stamped back and front. On yet
another block " X and "X". Sometimes on the right rear bottom of the block is
stamped "AF1" which is similar to some numbers found on some, but not all cylinder heads. So I think it's safe to assume the letters and the numbers are casting
numbers.
In regards to the gasket side covers, there are two different gaskets to use.
The rear gasket is the thick orange rubber gasket which sits into a relieved portion of the cover. Use clear silicone sealant, lightly smeared on the gasket.
On the front cover use only the CORK gasket, as original, and again use silicone sealant. If your catalytic converter is in place and the smog system is working, then sometimes the converter will glow red hot and bake the cork gasket.
Once well baked it cracks and begins to drip oil. Solution-Change it again!
"Safety Fast"
John Twist

Lever Shocks Rebuilt MG TC TD A B C Midget
Tubeshock Kits Rear $78
Urethane Front Brushing Kit $50
Adjustable Front Shock Arms Midget $32
MGB Rear Suspension Update $127
MGB 5 Speed Transmission Kit

-

-

For MG B-GT & CGT
Inside Mount Sunshade $40 Gas Hatchback Supports $60 Pair

NUVUZ
2911 A.S. Main St. Santa Ana, CA 92707 (714) 9740451

SPECIAL:'CIR~LE FREE BACK ISSUE
BELOW W I T H PAID SUBSCRIPn
S U B S C R I P T I O N S 14-

'
I
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CHRIS ROBERTS
PRESIDENT

633 HAVEN AVE.
OCEAN CITY, N.J. 08226
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MGB Parts
New and Used

.

206 Atrisco Rd. SW
Ibuquerque, NM 87105

7823 Loistlale Road Springfi

JOE CURT0 INC.

Connell's
MG Service

GENUINE

@

6667 East 38th Street
Indianapolis, IN 46226
Phone: 317 1545-6108

SPARES

Bob Connell

Specializing in S.U Carburetors
and British Car Parts
22-09 126th St.
College Point, NY 11356

718-762-SUSU
(762-7878)
FAX: 718-762-6287

-

(210) 626-3840

MG COSAS
PARTS BUY SELL TRADE

JIM & ESTHER UDKLER
OWNERS

24027 CROSSLAND
SAN ANTONIO, TX 78264

+

SALES

T'SHOPINC. :;
MG, TRIUMPH, TVR, JAGUAR

/

TOM & JOYCE LaMARCHE
165 ROUTE 82
OAKDALE, CT 06370
(203) 889-0178

1
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MG JAGUAR TRIUMPH AUSTIN-HEALEY

SPECIALIZING

IN U G s
CALL US!
FOR ALL YOUR

BRITISH CAR

D and R Enterprises

(209) 948-8754
NORMAN NOCK
PARTS - REPAIRS

IMPORTERSI RETAILERSOF FINE EUROPEAN
SWRTS AND RACING CAR MODEL KITS

RESTORATION

ROSS W. WHITAKER

New Address as of May 1,1994:
631 S.E. 215th Avenue
Gresham, OR 97030

FAX #: (209) 948-1030

2060N. WILSON WAY STOCKTON. CA95205

Jim Noblem
*L
y
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+ Brake cylinders completely

BRITISH MOTORS, INC.

mlm!

rebullt and sleeved
t Lfetune Lilted Warranty.

PIeare call us nowJmmore mnJ-.

White Post Restofations
ne Old Car Dnve

Rob Medynski

MG

+ Wlute Post, VA 22663

Tub
$35.00
per hr.

(708) 279-MGMG

BRITISH WIRE WHEEL

15 yrs.
Experience

Repairs & Restorations of Classic MG's from 1945
New & Used Parts Available
(201)-728-3096
1577 Macopin Rd.
West Milford, NJ 07480

333 Stone Road
Villa Park, IL.60181

Oar c m X n a o
3 ~ '

1650 Mansf~eldStreet
Santa Cruz. CA 95062
(408) 479-4495 rnformaoon, orders
(800) WIRE-WHEEL to request free catalogs

NEW WlRE WHEELS
C U S ~ Offsets.
O~
rlm slzes. lubeless
Vlnlage raclng appllcal~ons
Converstons to wlre wheels

WIRE WHEEL RESTORATION.
RECONDITIONING 6 TRUING

-

f%

v?
UlUl .ITE

MlNCLlTE REPRODUCTION - 15x6''
TIRES 6 TUBES

-

.-

Avon Dunlop Mlchelln
BF Goodrtch
~~. etc
-.
Whitewalls 8 Redwalls added

SPUNED HUES, KNOCICOFFS, HAMMERS

N nuinlain the hrp. most comprehensivp invrntory of che above products in the U.S.
W offer holvledgeable service and the fines mtrchandw at the l m s t price
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SELL-SEEK-SWAP!

'NHERE TO 'B!

The Marketplace of the North American MGB Register

corthcoming Events of Interest to MGB Drivers

Ads in this section are FREE to MGB Register members-please send ad
with membership number to P.O. Box MGB, Akin, IL 62805. Other ads by
arrangement with the Secretary. All ads must be received by the 1st of the
month prior to publication for inclusion. (i.e. July/August issue deadline is June
1st.) So you don't waste your time looking up area codes, the originating state
is shown after each ad!

Please check for up t o date information before departing to the meet. The
Register encourages local groups and clubs to submit their MG events to "MCB
Driver". Information must include, date, location, and contact phone number.
please submit events at least 2 months in advance t o the Editor, P.O. Box 2645,
Goleta, CA 931 17.

FOR SALE
1966 MGB GT-Solid, strong running car that needs some work. No rust, wire
wheels, late model trans conversion. New brake master cylinder, gas tank, and
aluminum hood. Extra parts. Started restoration, but already have two others in
progress! First $1,000 takes. Call Dave (805)968-3259, CA
1968 MGB-Partly restored. Prefer to sell whole but might part out. Wire
wheels and many other new parts. (606)331-6044, KY
1969 MGB GT-British Racing Green, Overdrive, all mechanicals replaced or
rebuilt (Engine, clutch, brakes, suspension, etc.) within last 9K miles. NO rust,
new tires. $13,000 invested in car + owner's time. $4,400. (408)980-8254 days,
(408)358-7864 eves, CA
1974%MGB GT-One of our Technical Coordinator's personal cars! Tundra
color, overdrive, new tires, recent engine and clutch-needs nothing. Excellent
condition. $8,000. Call Bob (205)928-5366, AL
1980 MGB Limited Edition-No
KY

rust, very good condition. $6800. (606)331-6044,

WANTED
1967 Midget-GAN4
5994. GA

1275cc. Would like a good solid driver! Steve. (404)381-

PARTS FOR SALE
Parting out 1959 MG ZB Magnette (very rusty floors!) Complete car with tools,
good interior, bonnet and grille. Tell me your needs! Bob (205)928-5366, AL
Twin carb conversion t o convert single carb rubber bumper MGB. Brand new
left front fender for '65-'68 GT-still in box! Original disc wheels and complete
doors for '62-'65 MGB. GT passenger door. Pair of doors for '66-'80 MGB.
Chrome bumpers front and rear. Complete front rubber bumper. Trunk lids.
'68-'80 overdrive gearboxes and early non-synchro unit. Plus lots of gauges,
wire wheels, banjo rear end, front brake calipers, etc. Call for requirements.
(816)361-5370, MO
Re-advertised due to wrong phone number! Original factory issue black full tonneau and half tonneau covers. Orphaned from a 1980 MGB Roadster but will fit
1971 and later cars. First $125 takes both. (513)241-0206, OH

MAJOR M G EVENTS FOR 1994
July 21st/24th, NAMGAR GT-19, Winston Salem ,NC, (704)846-6606
July 22nd/23rd, Classic Auto Show, Dublin, OH, (614)882-6191
Aug 6th, British Car Day, Shaker Square, Cleveland, (216)357-5378
dug 6th, Annual British Car Day, Dayton, OH, (513)293-2819
lug 5th/7th, Southeastern MG Festival, Clearwater, FL., (813)576-9474
\ug 12th/14th, MGC Register Convention, Toronto, (416)889-4028
\ug 19th/20th, University Motors Summer Party, Grand Rapids, MI, (616)2452141
4ug 19th/21st, MG Heritage Concours &Slalom, Vancouver, BC, (604)922-6875
lug 20th, British Car Show, Allentown, PA, (610)847-5988
lug 28th, A Taste of Britain Car Show, Lancaster, PA, (717)872-7528
qept 4th, Buffalo MG Autumn Sports Classic, Lancaster, NY, (716)632-9001
iept 8th/l lth, NEMGTR G.O.F., Trubull, CT, (607)432-6835
>ept l l t h , All British Meet, Palo Alto, CA, (310)392-6605
Sept 8th/llth, 40th Collier Cup MG Race, Watkins Glen, NY, (716)624-2687
iept 17th, All British Meet, Moss Motors, Goleta, CA, (800)235-6954
Sept 18th, British Car Day, Berkeley Plantation, VA, (804)748-4601
Sept 24th, MGs on the Rocks, Baltimore, MD, (410)882-6896
Sept 23rd/25th, TSD Rally of the Pines, Ontario, Canada, (416)533-6464
Sept 23rd/25th, Chicagoland MG 'Abingdon 94', Abingdon, IL, (708)858-8192
Sept 23rd/25th, Rio Grande British Car Meet, Silver City, NM, (505)823-9595
Sept 25th, lndy British Motor Day, Indianapolis, IN, (317)831-1046
Oct 9th, Wings &Wheels, Santa Monica, CA, (310)392-6605
Oct 15th, MG Marque Day, Moss Motors, Dover, NJ, (201)365-0363
Oct 14th/15th, Memphis British Car Festival, Memphis, TN, (800)344-9683
M G ORGANISATIONS FOR OTHER MODELS OR TYPES
Got an MG other than a 'B, Midget or MG 1100/1300? In the spirit of renewed
cooperation between North American Clubs we list below some other clubs you
might wish to write to:
For T-Series MGs-New England MG T Register, Drawer 220, Oneonta, NY 13820
For MGAs-North American MGA Register, 2114 Pinehurst Drive, Carmel, IN 46032
For MGCs-North American MGC Register, 34 Park Ave., Asheville, NC 288032056

MG CLUBS I N ENGLAND:
The MG Car Club, Box 251, Abingdon, Oxon, OX14 3FA
MG Owner's Club, 214 Station Road, Swavesey, Cambs, CB4 5QZ
MG Octagon Car Club, 36 Queensville Ave, Stafford, ST17 4LS, @re-'55 MGs)

